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1    The Pip Islands
The fiji Group as \\e have already seen from the study
of New Zealand represents an unsubmerged portion of a
mountain fold stretching tinder the sea for thousands of miles
in a north south direction The structure of the islands is
highly volcanic although no activity is apparent in the group
at the present time There are about 150 islands in the group
all very mountainous nearh all rimmed \vith reefs of which
about 90 are inhabited The t^o mam islands Viti Levu
(Great Fiji) and Vanua Le~u (Great Land) make up six
sevenths of the surface area and support three quarters of
the population
In nearl} the same latitude as Fiji he four other groups
of \er} similar formation and production These are Tonga
(or Friendly Is) and Samoa (or Na\igators Is) about
400 miles to the «outh east and north west of Fiji respectixely
Another 800 miles to the eastward are the relatively less
important groups \\ith smaller and more scattered islands
known as the Cook Is and Society Is Nearly all are volcanic
cones more or less broken down by weathering and ringed
by coral reefs are situated in the same climatic region and
peopled by similar stocks Occupations and production
are of a \ery similar nature throughout Historically they
are of great interest since the great Pacific explorers De
Quiros Tasman and Cook made many contacts and Cook
m particular has a very intimate connection with most of
them as he has with Hawaii far to the north
The chief features of the islands are the sharp and jagged
outlines of the ancient crater walls and volcanic ndges the
dense vivid green vegetation stretching right from the
water line almost to the highest summits and the abundance
of vigorous streams The seaward current of fresh water
maintained by these nvers presents the growth of reefs
opposite their mouths and consequently these breaks form

